Quang T.
Super Animal
There was once a chicken. He was no ordinary chicken he was a chicken as fast as sound. He
wasn’t the only one member of the super animal club. There was a monkey so strong he could break
metal with his bare hands. Their master wise frog said one member was special but no one believed
him. Because he said the special member was a chameleon! Sneaky and creeping everywhere. His ability
was so special he did not even know about it. It allowed him to stop time!!! (I know cool, right?) so he
stuck with invisibility and x-ray ray vision and never unlock it until test day or trap day.
The chicken was running trying to find a bomb but something tripped him. Before chicken knew
anything, he was blindfolded and carried away. When they went to their base chicken never show up.
Monkey decides to find out but right then chameleon got a crazy, mischievous and smart idea. He did
not tell anyone but he got on monkey’s back and turn invisible. Monkey went out and look for chicken.
He broke through every bad guy lair but nothing. But then MFFF! The monkey was captured. But
chameleon oh chameleon he was scared as a cat in a shower. He still hung on until he saw their face.
The evil super animals. What do they want this time? Still on monkey’s back chameleon was desperate
to save his friends. So, he went off monkey’s back and on admin fast cat. Then slowly on her purse. Then
she started to run and chameleon fell in her purse. Chameleon knew he was heading towards the boos.
When he got there, he was shocked. The boss was toad!!! Bwa ha ha ha ha!! I got everyone of them
now the only chameleon. He will never unlock his ability until he thinks hard and is desperate. Finally,
that was what chameleon needed. Then strong ape who is 3X strong than monkey told that chameleon
was not at the base. Then, when wise toad heard that he grabbed ape and told get the x-ray goggles in
case he was invisible. Then chameleon made the dumbest choice he could. You won’t find me there, he
said. Who said that? Check the whole building. When the bad guys went to check the lock of the cage
open. Guys, it’s my chameleon. Clap! Clap! Good job chameleon you made it a fair fight 3 against 3.
Suddenly chameleon grabs ape with its tongue and threw ape right through the window. Smash!
The chicken ran around and made cat smash herself in a bathtub and cat ran. Now I made it uneven
nope I am so powerful as the all of you. To prove toad grab monkey with his tongue and threw him right
into the ocean. The chicken ran after and both were so tired they could not fight. Chameleon turns
invisible and tries to grab frog but he disappears with a puff. Chameleon had a feeling he would be back
but he was right behind him! Chameleon suddenly remember what toad said early. He quickly thought
so hard his head exploded!!! Just kidding! Just before toad grabbed him toad froze. Chameleon grabbed
toad and threw him. He was never seen again. As for chameleon, he was given more than trophy 300
apologies for not trusting him. Maybe todad will be back. Maybe chameleon will learn something new .
But it won’t be easy.

